introducing...

accurate, rapid blood cell counts with the convenience and economy of disposability

just 4 simple steps...

2. The UNOPETTE Pipette fills automatically by capillary action with exact amount of blood.
3. Add blood to diluent in the UNOPETTE reservoir.
4. Charge hemacytometer and proceed with count.
The UNOPETTE Blood Diluting Pipette is a completely disposable blood collecting unit consisting of a precision glass capillary tube, of uniform bore and length, fitted to a plastic adapter, and an attachable plastic reservoir containing a premeasured diluent.

speed and simplicity
Correct collection and dilution in seconds ... no pipette washing, drying, preparation of reagent solutions.

convenience
Everything needed in one disposable unit... permits easy transport to laboratory... easier loading of counting chamber.

safety
No rubber tubing, mouthpiece needed, reducing hazard of transmitted viral or bacterial infection.

economy
Expensive breakage, care and cleaning of conventional pipettes eliminated ... saves equipment, usual reagents, and technician time.

accuracy
Automatic filling and premeasured diluent reduce error factors experienced with conventional pipettes.

plus improved cell counting
Homogeneous cell distribution with only 10 to 15 seconds shaking ... diluent always clean and mold-free.

Three UNOPETTE reservoirs are available for:
(1) erythrocyte counts (saline diluent)
(2) leukocyte counts (acetic acid diluent)
(3) for a combined leukocyte count, platelet count, and hemoglobin determination (ammonium oxalate diluent).

Literature on request.
Announcing a new journal...

TRANSPANTATION

The first issue of this journal will be published in January, 1963. TRANSPLANTATION will concern itself with the basic theoretical and clinical problems of tissue transplantation, and related work in endocrinology, genetics, embryology, hematology and other fields. The journal is edited by Leslie Brent, Herbert Conway, E. J. Eichwald, Nathan Kaliss, and Joseph E. Murray.

TRANSPLANTATION will be published quarterly, 400 pages per year, Volume I current in 1963. Each issue will contain formal papers, brief reports, and abstracts of basic and clinical transplantation papers. In addition, bibliographies of pertinent special topics will appear.

Subscription price per year: $10.00; for Canada add $.25; for all other countries add $.75.

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
Baltimore 2, Maryland

THE JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY

Information for Subscribers

Published monthly, beginning January, 1929. (From 1916-1925, and in 1928 Volumes I-X, inclusive, and Vol. XV published bi-monthly.)

The subscription price is $18.00 per year in U.S.A.; $18.75 in Canada; $19.50 elsewhere. Single copies, when available, are $2.25 in U.S.A.; $2.50 elsewhere. The subscriptions of members of the American Association of Immunologists are included in the membership dues and are handled by the Association's Treasurer, Dr. Byron H. Waksman, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston 14, Mass. All other subscriptions should be sent to the publishers.

Change of address: Publisher must be notified 60 days in advance. Journals undeliverable because of incorrect address will be destroyed. Duplicates can be obtained (if available) from the publisher at the regular price of single issues.

New subscriptions and renewals are entered to begin with the first volume of the year when subscription is received. Should any issue of the current volume be out of print at the time the subscription order is received, the pro-rata value of such numbers will be refunded to the subscriber.

Subscriptions should be renewed promptly: To avoid a break in your series, subscriptions should be renewed promptly. The publishers cannot guarantee to supply back issues on belated renewals.

Correspondence concerning all business matters should be addressed to

THE WILLIAMS & WILKINS COMPANY
Publishers of Scientific Books and Periodicals
BALTIMORE 2, MARYLAND, U. S. A.
JUST PUBLISHED

the scientific papers
presented at the
international symposium
on the
effects of IONIZING
RADIATIONS
on IMMUNE
PROCESSES

sponsored by the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
and The University of Kansas
September 5-7, 1961

edited by Charles A. Leone
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY,
THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

The eighteen papers are presented under five major headings; those dealing with fundamental radiobiological concepts at the molecular level are followed by papers on cellular, tissual, organ, and whole-animal considerations of the subject. The literature of recent Soviet advances is reviewed and evaluated in the closing paper.

- Physical, Chemical, and Biological Properties of Related Proteins and Viruses (6 papers)
- Modification of Antibody Production by Ionizing Radiations (4 papers)
- Influence on Immune Processes of Preirradiation and Postirradiation Treatment of Animals (4 papers)
- Antibody Formation, Genotypes, Bone Marrow and Irradiation (3 papers)
- Radiation Microbiology and Immunology in the USSR

537 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED $12.50

from your bookseller, or

GORDON AND BREACH
SCIENCE PUBLISHERS
150 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11

THE JOURNAL OF IMMUNOLOGY

A QUESTION FOR INVESTIGATORS:

What is your idea of an ideal dog diet?

- Suppose you had tried various dog diets, but they were not satisfactory. One diet fell short in one area. Others fell short in other areas. Each diet had its strong points, but every one had some shortcoming.

Let's theorize further. Suppose that you have been given the assignment of formulating one dog diet that will eliminate the problems caused by these shortcomings. A dog diet developed especially to help the dog withstand the stresses, requirements and demands of biological research.

- Possibly your first consideration would be to provide an adequate dietary regimen. But equally important is the selection of dietary components with known origin and constant composition. As you know, only with constant uniformity can experiments be conducted day after day, week after week, and month after month with a minimum of variation.

Another consideration is that the ingredients selected provide a balanced diet. Can they be scientifically compounded to meet such exacting requirements and demands of biological research as pre-conditioning, post-operative and convalescing stress?

Still another consideration is: palatability. The best formula possible cannot attain maximum effectiveness if feed intake varies. So you want to take extra steps to insure that your dog diet possesses this most influential factor.

- Now you have established a "profile" of the dog diet you would like. We suggest that you compare ROCKLAND DOG DIET with your idea of an ideal dog diet. We're sure you'll agree with other investigators in leading biological research laboratories all over the country . . . that, when analyzed and compared point for point, ROCKLAND DOG DIET has no peer.

For further information on how ROCKLAND DOG DIET can contribute greatly to laboratory productivity and efficiency, see your Rockland Dealer, or write: A. E. Staley Mfg. Co., Rockland Diets, Decatur, Illinois.

Other Rockland Diets include:
- RAT DIET (complete) • LABORATORY PRIMATE DIET • RAT DIET (D-Free) • GUINEA PIG DIET
- MOUSE DIET • RABBIT DIET • MONKEY DIET
- MOUSE BREEDER DIET

Rockland Diets are available throughout the world through Staley International—Code: STACOR
DIAGNOSTIC ANTIGENS and ANTISERA

Other Cappel Antigens and Antisera

ESCHERICHIA COLI ANTISERA
STREPTOCOCCUS GROUPING SERA AND GROUP EXTRACTS
SALMONELLA ANTISERA AND TYPING SERA
SHIGELLA GROUPING ANTISERA
FEBRILE ANTIGENS
KLEBSIELLA TYPING SERA
C-REACTIVE PROTEIN TEST REAGENTS

For demonstrating the Neufeld Quellung Reaction—

PNEUMOCOCCUS TEACHING KIT

PRECIPITIN SERA and its NORMAL CONTROL SERA
GAMMA GLOBULIN ANTISERA
WHOLE SERUM ANTISERA

These stable, desiccated sera restore to a sparkling, crystal-clear solution that indicates purity and facilitates accurate test interpretation.

No other source supplies sera and antisera from so many species:

BOVINE  DOG  MOUSE
CAT  GOAT  RAT
CHICKEN  HAMSTER  RABBIT
DEER  HORSE  SWINE
HUMAN

Order today from your dealer... write for new Cappel Catalog and Price List.

Cappel Laboratories
ANIMAL BLOOD PRODUCTS • TISSUE CULTURE REAGENTS • DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS
West Chester, Pennsylvania

DIVISION OF B-D LABORATORIES, INC.

IN CANADA: Becton, Dickinson & Co., Canada, Ltd., Toronto 10, Ont. FOR EXPORT: Becton, Dickinson & Co., S.A., Colon, Panama
PROBABLY THE WATER IS ALL RIGHT!

A cool drink from the common cup. A small chance. Usually no one suffers for it. Usually. It's human nature to take chances. Except at Nutritional Biochemicals. There, human nature gives way to perfectionism. Because lives depend on the absolute purity of N.B.Co.'s biochemicals. So does successful research. In ordering one of N.B.Co.'s 2600 biochemicals, you express confidence. Confidence in a company whose only business is preparing pure biochemicals. A company whose world-wide volume brings you pure biochemicals at low prices. Send for our Free catalogue today. Or call us at MEntrose 2-0214, Cleveland, Ohio.

NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMICALS CORPORATION
21010 Miles Avenue • Cleveland 28, Ohio
24-Hour Delivery in the U.S.A. • Slightly Longer Anywhere Else

Send for our June, 1962 Catalog containing more than 2600 items. Fill out coupon and mail today for your copy.

Name ____________________________
Organization ____________________
Address _________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________ Zone ______